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BROWN ON RESOLUTION by John Roberts
Part II - The Naval Background 1899 -1914
“…CS Forester clearly displays the depth of his knowledge of naval matters as well as his inventiveness and creativity by drawing
skilful parallels to reflect real events…”

CS Forester was an acknowledged expert in naval
matters, tactics, strategy and naval history. He wrote only
two books concerning naval engagements in the First
World War, Brown on Resolution and The African Queen,
but later he wrote an excellent, lengthy introduction to
Richard Hough’s classic book Dreadnought: A History of
the Modern Battleship. It was an authoritative piece setting
out his ideas on the impact of the Dreadnought battleship
on naval warfare and the flawed deployment of the
Dreadnought battlecruiser. In Brown on Resolution he
clearly displays the depth of his knowledge and profound
understanding of naval warfare as well as his
inventiveness and creativity by drawing skilful parallels to
reflect real events.

ed in the passionate interest of Brown’s mother Agatha in
all matters pertaining to the Royal Navy.

Early on, as Brown and Forester were growing up, Britain
and Germany enjoyed close, friendly relations, with
Victoria’s grandson, the Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany,
having been made an admiral of the fleet in the Royal
Navy, an honour of which he was intensely proud. Britain,
with the biggest navy in the world, and Germany, with the
biggest army in the world, were no threat to each other.
Germany, with only a very small coastal defence navy,
could not cross the North Sea to invade Britain whilst
Britain, with only a small standing army, could not
challenge the mighty army of Germany. It was said that if
the British did try to land an army the local German police
Brown grows up during an era of intense Anglo- force would be sent to arrest it. That all changed when the
German Naval Rivalry (1899 – 1914)
Kaiser, having got rid of Bismarck, dreamed of colonies
and a great German empire. He realised that a powerful
Albert Brown and CS Forester were born at the end of the navy was essential to overseas possessions, trade and
Victorian era and grew up during the tumultuous first empire building. In 1887 Wilhelm had sailed to attend his
decade of the twentieth century. CS Forester being born grandmother’s Golden Jubilee celebrations and on
in 1899, with Brown being born, of necessity some five passage to England he met a young German naval officer,
years earlier, so that he would be the right age to play his Alfred von Tirpitz. Von Tirpitz impressed Wilhelm and
heroic role in 1914. That era saw the height of the British following a meeting several years later, at which von
Empire and thanks to the ‘Pax Britannica’ a period of Tirpitz advocated building battleships, the Kaiser realised
relative world peace, prosperity and stability. The British he had found just the man to create the powerful navy he
Empire, the biggest empire in history, was known as ‘the craved. Tirpitz was appointed to Berlin and tasked with
empire on which the sun never set’ and at that time ruled drawing up plans to build a High Seas Fleet. Promoted
over a quarter of the world. It was also a great era of Captain, Tirpitz became Chief of the German Naval Staff
seapower and the Royal Navy. The Royal Navy supported in 1895 and at the end of the year he presented his plans
and defended the empire and was maintained at a size to the Kaiser. Two years later he briefed the Kaiser that
greater than the next two navies, those of France and the principal enemy was England and that the main area
Russia, combined. It was a period when the British were of conflict would be the North Sea. He believed that there
intensely proud of their empire and navy and this is reflect- was no point in having raiding cruisers dispersed in
foreign
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oceans as Germany did not have overseas possessions to
support them. Had that policy been adhered to then of
course there would have been no story of Brown on
Resolution. Within a short space of time Germany enacted
several naval laws and started to launch big warships,
which alarmed the British despite the huge superiority of
the Royal Navy. The aim was to complete two squadrons
of eight German battleships by 1905.
Launch of the revolutionary battleship HMS
DREADNOUGHT (1906)
Despite the ambitious building plans the growing German
navy was greatly outnumbered by the massive size of the
British Fleet but then in 1906 a momentous event
occurred which was to have an enormous impact on the
situation.

also made the battle fleet of the Royal Navy obsolete.
Tirpitz and the Kaiser realised that this now gave
Germany the chance to build a new fleet of modern
Dreadnought battleships to rival the Royal Navy and thus
began the great Anglo-German naval race that was to
culminate in the First World War.
The Dreadnought battlecruiser controversy, HMS
INVINCIBLE (1908)
Whilst the Dreadnought battleship was an undoubted
success and formed the backbone of the British and
German fleets another type of capital ship was being
developed, which was to prove controversial. Admiral
Jacky Fisher conceived the idea of a fast battlecruiser.
The first Dreadnought was HMS INVINCIBLE completed
just over a year later, in March 1908.
This new warship was in fact an evolution of the armoured
cruiser or protected cruiser, but it was similar to the
Dreadnought battleship in size and with similar armament,
though faster. The extra speed was achieved by
sacrificing armour, but this made it more vulnerable.
Fisher claimed that the battlecruiser with her superior
speed could catch any other ship and destroy it but was
fast enough to escape any battleship. Fisher planned to
use the battlecruiser to hunt and catch enemy raiding
cruisers overseas. This was at odds with Tirpitz intention
not to deploy raiding cruisers overseas. Because the
battlecruisers carried the same big guns as the battleships
they operated with the battle fleets.

On 10th February of that year, at Portsmouth, King
Edward VII launched HMS DREADNOUGHT, a
revolutionary, new, fast, all big gun, battleship, which was
to transform naval warfare. Admiral Jacky Fisher, the
brilliant, dynamic, First Sea Lord, of the day was credited
with her conception. Forester would have only been
seven at that time but it must nevertheless have made
quite an impression on him. Forester wrote that “…the
eyes of the world were on HMS DREADNOUGHT…it was
the most deadly fighting machine ever launched in the
history of the world…” (1). It was revolutionary for several
reasons, first it was powered by steam turbines instead of
the usual reciprocating engines, which made it much
faster and more reliable. It was heavily armoured, but the
biggest innovation was the inclusion of ten big 12-inch
guns instead of the usual mix of four big guns and many
other different size guns. Britain was privileged in having
observers onboard Admiral Togo’s fleet at the Battle of
Tsushima in 1904 when the Japanese fleet destroyed the
Imperial Russian fleet. At that time fleets closed to nearly
point-blank range and opened fire with all their different
calibre guns. This made accurate fire difficult, but detailed
analysis of the battle showed that by only using guns of
the same calibre together, fall of shot, splashes could be
observed, relative to the target and adjusted accordingly.
At a stroke she made all other battleships obsolete, she
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Forester severely criticised Fisher for his concept of the
battlecruiser being deployed as part of the battle fleet. He
claimed that Fisher “…could see no virtue in moderation,
this meant that his creations were developed beyond the
limits of practicability, specialised until they could not face
more restrained rivals. The concept of diminishing returns
was forgotten and the eventual result was the construction
of huge light cruisers like HMS COURAGEOUS, which, as
battle was to prove, combined the minimum of value with
the maximum of cost. Fisher’s advocacy of ships in which
overmuch was sacrificed in exchange for gun power and
speed had been evinced from the start, in the first
battlecruisers…”(1) In fact no Dreadnought battleship was
sunk in battle during the First World War whilst six
battlecruisers, including HMS INVINCIBLE were destroyed
in the battles of Jutland and the Dogger Bank.
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In ‘Brown on Resolution’ Forester has Agatha Brown
following naval events closely “…Agatha was up to date in
naval affairs. She appreciated the trend of the new
construction so that the details of the Dreadnought, when
they were published, roused no surprise in her. She
thoroughly understood the import of Fisher’s new policy at
the Admiralty whereby ships were scrapped in scores and
the Navy recalled to home waters until nine of its guns out
of ten were pointing at Germany…”. Forester has Agatha
aware of the Dreadnought battlecruiser controversy “…
Agatha had quite a developed knowledge of armaments
and tonnages and displacements. She could read about
protective decks without bewilderment; she could even
follow arguments on the burning question of ‘Should
Armoured Cruisers take their Place in the Line?’…”

‘Jane’s fighting Ships’
Forester has Agatha studying the same reference books
he studied in the lending libraries on naval matters,
including the Navy Lists and the Gazette. “From this it was
but a step to those books of reference which described
every fighting ship in the world…” Here of course Forester
refers to that classic annual ‘Jane’s Fighting Ships’,
started in 1898 by Fred T Jane. Like so many, Forester
was absolutely fascinated by ‘Janes’, and must have
spent many hours studying it. Even the German Kaiser
studied it in great detail as, incidentally, did Hitler many
years later. In fact battleships fascinated both the Kaiser
and Hitler and they made designs of their own. Certainly
‘Janes’ gave Forester an encyclopaedic knowledge of
warships.
Brown at war with the Imperial German Navy (1914)
The second half of ‘Brown on Resolution’ deals with the
naval war overseas. It was always Tirpitz’ aim to
concentrate the activities of the German Navy in a
powerful battle fleet; he said “…Germany must have a
battle-fleet so strong that even for the strongest sea power
(Britain) a war would involve such dangers as to imperil its
position in the world…”. Tirpitz wanted all German
warships to serve in the Imperial High Seas Fleet, to face
the mighty Grand Fleet across the North Sea. He did not
want German ships overseas but he did not have
operational control and at the beginning of the war ten
raiding cruisers had been deployed overseas.
In the Mediterranean there was the German Dreadnought
battlecruiser GOEBEN, escorted by the light cruiser
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BRESLAU. In the Far East there was the powerful East
Asiatic Squadron under the command of Vice-Admiral
Graf von Spee, flying his flag in the modern armoured
cruiser SCHARNHORST, with her sister ship the
GNEISENAU and the light cruisers LEIPZIG, NURNBERG
and EMDEN. Von Spee’s armoured cruisers held the
gunnery prize as the best in the German Fleet. In the
Caribbean there were the light cruisers DRESDEN and
KARLSRUHE, whilst the light cruiser KONIGSBERG was
in the Indian Ocean. To hunt these dangerous raiders
Britain had very few ships and Forester explained that “…
in anticipation of the North Sea clash Britain had been
steadily withdrawing from the Mediterranean and the
Pacific…so that at the very time when England’s Navy
was stronger than ever it had been there was a smaller
English force than ever before in Eastern waters…”
In ‘Brown on Resolution’ all the ships, battles and
locations are of Forester’s creation, but they are not just
arbitrarily chosen they are cleverly and cunningly
constructed so as to parallel real events and ships. They
are so authentic that people have searched the Atlas for
Resolution Island and Jane’s Fighting Ships for ZIETHEN
and CHARYBDIS but without success. Though there was
a British light cruiser named HMS CHARYBDIS in Jane’s
Fighting Ships it was not the warship that Albert Brown
sailed in. Forester described HMS CHARYBDIS as: “… an
obsolescent third class cruiser of four thousand tons…
armed with almost obsolete Mk IV 4.7-inch guns”. There
were twenty-eight C class light cruisers in the First World
War but they were modern ships being armed with five 6inch guns, certainly enough to destroy the ZIETHEN. Most
British light cruisers were armed with two 6-inch guns.
ZIETHEN bears little resemblance to any type of German
cruisers, armoured, protected, heavy or light. Forester
describes her as “…an early small armoured cruiser with
three tall funnels…of eight thousand tons…with ten new
5.9-inch guns and thick amour...” All German armoured,
protected and heavy cruisers carried much bigger guns,
over 8.2-inch and were of a much greater tonnage, except
for the aged gunnery training ship KAISERIN AUGUSTA
armed with twelve old 5.9-inch guns. Only the very latest
German light cruisers (PILLAU, WIESBADEN and CÖLN)
had anything like the size and armament of the ZIETHEN,
but they were not built until some time after the ZIETHEN
had been sunk. Captain Saville-Samarez’ powerful
Dreadnought battlecruiser HMS LEOPARD, is based on
the ‘Super Cats’ LION and TIGER (picture below), though
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she is armed with 12-inch guns rather than the much more
powerful and accurate 13.5-inch guns of the ‘Super Cats’.
With his two naval engagements Forester skilfully
constructs accurate parallels, to the two naval battles
(Coronel and the Falklands), which took place in the
southern hemisphere at that time. The first action,
between CHARYBDIS and ZIETHEN reflects the Battle of
Coronel, which, as Forester tells us, happened at exactly
the same time with news of von Spee’s victory arriving
onboard ZIETHEN as she sails in to the safety of
Resolution.

The Battle of Coronel, 1st November 1914 (ZIETHEN
sinks CHARYBDIS)
To hunt von Spee’s squadron of modern armoured
cruisers and light cruisers the Admiralty could only spare
small squadrons of second-rate cruisers to search the
various oceans where he might be found. In the Atlantic
they sent a poorly armed squadron of two obsolete
armoured cruisers, GOOD HOPE and MONMOUTH
(picture above) escorted by the light cruiser GLASGOW
and a slow, aged, obsolete battleship, CANOPUS, south
from the West Indies. Under the command of Rear
Admiral Sir Christopher Cradock the squadron was
ordered to cover the Magellan Strait and protect British
shipping sailing off the Chilean coast. At the same time
von Spee had been heading steadily east across the
Pacific, collecting the cruisers LEIPZIG and DRESDEN on
the way. On 31 October 1914, Cradock had arrived off
the Chilean coast and sent GLASGOW into the port of
Coronel to collect telegrams. He had been forced to leave
the old CANOPUS behind with defective engines. At the
same time, by one of those extraordinary coincidences,
which so intrigued Forester, von Spee arrived off the
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Chilean coast and late that day radio signals from the
LEIPZIG were picked up and identified by Cradock’s
ships. The next day Cradock sailed his ships in a widely
spaced line in the direction of the radio signals and at
16:20 GLASGOW sighted smoke on her starboard bow.
Von Spee had been informed that the GLASGOW, seen in
Coronel by the German agent, was in the area. Both
Cradock and von Spee therefore believed that they had
sighted one enemy cruiser and both closed to attack. A
short while later GLASGOW spotted the rest of von
Spee’s five ships and Cradock then had to decide whether
to fight a superior enemy or, being slightly faster escape.
In the traditions of the Service Cradock decided to attack.
Not only was he outnumbered and outgunned but also he
had the disadvantage of weather, being silhouetted
against the sun. Von Spee opened fire at 12,000 yards
and it did not take his highly skilled gunners long to sink
Cradock’s armoured cruisers, which went down with no
survivors from their crews of sixteen hundred men. Arthur
Balfour, former Prime Minister said “…The German
Admiral was far from any port where he could have
refitted. If he therefore suffered damage, even though he
inflicted greater damage than he received, his power
might be utterly destroyed…”. Though there were no
German casualties the SCHARNHORST had received
one hit forward above the armour belt smashing a threefoot hole in her side. After the battle von Spee sailed for
the remote small island of Mas Afuera in the Juan
Fernandez Archipelago, four hundred miles from the
South American coast. (Picture below, DRESDEN at Mas
Afuera).

This battle clearly provided the template for the
engagement between ZIETHEN and CHARYBDIS. Both
cruisers come across each other by chance, and the
Captain of CHARYBDIS, the weaker ship, faces exactly
the same dilemma as Cradock and has to decide whether
to run or fight. Though CHARYBDIS could escape with a
slight speed advantage, the captain decides to engage
and closes the range rapidly so as to bring his guns within
range in the desperate hope of being able to inflict some
damage, which could prove fatal. The superior guns and
gunnery of the ZIETHEN, as at Coronel, make short work
of the CHARYBDIS and she sinks with only three
survivors. The CHARYBDIS does indeed manage to
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achieve a hit.“…One of her shells struck ZIETHEN fair and
true above the waterline, forward of the limits of her
armour belt…smashing a great hole…”. The difference
here is that the hit caused enough damage to require
ZIETHEN to seek refuge and repairs. ZIETHEN, like von
Spee, then sails for a remote island in an Archipelago five
hundred miles from the South American coast, the setting
for the next act of the story.
The Battles of the Falkland Islands, 8th December 1914
(LEOPARD sinks ZIETHEN, 6th November)
Von Spee’s victory provoked an outcry in England and the
Admiralty immediately took measures to avenge the
defeat. Admiral Fisher, First Sea Lord, ordered three of
his beloved battlecruisers to be detached from the Grand
Fleet and sent south to destroy von Spee’s ships. This
was the very task for which he had designed the
battlecruisers in the first place. The big “Super Cat”
PRINCESS ROYAL (picture below), with her massive
13.5-inch guns was sent to the Panama Canal, whilst on

German intelligence had told von Spee that the Falkland
Islands were unprotected, so von Spee decided to attack
that vital British base as he sailed past on his course
home. As soon as von Spee sighted Dreadnought tripod
masts in Port Stanley he reversed course south,
increasing to full speed. Sturdee’s battlecruisers left
harbour and steadily overhauled von Spee’s armoured
cruisers, opening fire at 12:45, at a range of eight miles.
Von Spee ordered his light cruisers to disperse and
escape. Sturdee continued firing, but maintained his
distance to prevent his ships from being damaged. The
battle continued until SCHARNHORST, GNEISENAU,
NURNBERG, BADEN, ISABEL and LEIPZIG had all been
sunk, with only the light cruiser DRESDEN managing to
escape.

HMS INFLEXIBLE picking up German survivors

the 11 November the two smaller battlecruisers,
INVINCIBLE and INFLEXIBLE, were sent to the South
East Pacific, via the Falkland Islands, under the command
of Vice Admiral Sturdee. Meanwhile von Spee, having
expended half his ammunition at Coronel, and aware that
the Royal Navy would be sending more ships to hunt for
him decided to return home via the South Atlantic.
Admiral Sturdee arrived in the Falkland Islands on 7
December. The following day, by another of these
incredible coincidences that so intrigued Forester, von
Spee’s squadron happened to be approaching the
Falkland Islands.

Sturdee managed to avoid damage and casualties by
skilful and cautious handling of his squadron. Here again
there are many elements, which Forester draws on for the
second engagement in his book. He has his ‘Super Cat’
LEOPARD escorted by the light cruiser PENZANCE
transiting the Panama Canal, which was much closer to
the Galapagos Islands than sailing via the Magellan Strait.
Then there is the incredible coincidence in timing at
Resolution, thanks to Brown, with ZIETHEN departing as
PENZANCE approaches. ZIETHEN attempts to escape
south but having been sighted it is just a matter of time
before the faster and much more heavily armed
battlecruiser eventually catches up. LEOPARD sinks her
with all hands in five minutes, whilst remaining out of
range of ZIETHEN’s guns; similar to the way Sturdee
remained out of von Spee’s range. In his post script
Forester expresses his view on armoured cruisers, “…
Then as the smoke cleared there was nothing to be seen,
nothing. ZIETHEN had gone the way of GOOD HOPE and
MONMOUTH, the way SCHARNHORST was to go, and
DEFENCE, and BLACK PRINCE, armoured cruisers all,
sunk with all hands by gunfire…...”
All in all Forester had skilfully created two fictitious but
entirely plausible naval engagements.
(1) ‘Dreadnought: A history of the Modern Battleship’ by
Richard Hough, published by Michael Joseph in 1965,
with an introduction by CS Forester.

Admirals Von Spee (1861-1914), and Sturdee (1859-1925)
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To follow: Part III, the films (‘Sailor of the King’ and
‘Forever England’)
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FATE OF THE GERMAN RAIDING CRUISERS IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR
blockaded in the Dardanelles and “sold” to Turkey16th August 1914

Goeben

(Battlecruiser: 22,640 tons, 27-29 knots, 10 - 11-inch, 12 – 5.9-inch guns,)
blockaded in the Dardanelles and “sold” to Turkey 14th August 1914

Breslau

(Light cruiser: 4,550 tons, 25 knots, 12- 4.1-inch guns)
destroyed by internal explosion 4th November 1914

Karlsruhe

(Light cruiser: 4,900 tons, 27.8 knots, 12- 4.1-inch guns)
sunk off the Cocos Islands 9th November 1914

Emden

(Light cruiser: 3,364 tons, 23 knots, 10 – 4.1-inch guns)
Scharnhorst

sunk off the Falkland Islands 8th December 1914

(Armoured cruiser: 12,985 tons, 22.7 knots, 8 – 8.2-inch, 6 – 5.9-inch guns)
Gneisenau

sunk off the Falkland Islands 8th December 1914

(Armoured cruiser: 12,895 tons, 23.6 knots, 8 – 8.2-inch, 6 – 5.9-inch guns)
Leipzig

sunk off the Falkland Islands 8th December 1914

(Light cruiser: 3,200 tons, 22-23 knots, 10 – 4.1-inch guns)
Nurnberg

sunk off the Falkland Islands 8th December 1914

(Light cruiser: 3,400 tons, 23 knots, 10 – 4.1-inch guns)
Dresden

scuttled off Mas a Fuera Island 14th March 1915

(Light cruiser: 3,600 tons, 24 knots, 10 – 4.1-inch guns)
Konigsberg

sunk in the Rufiji River 14th July 1915

(Light cruiser: 3,400 tons, 24.1 knots, 10 – 4.1-inch guns)

(ZIETHEN

————————————–————————————————————————sunk near Resolution Island 6th November 1914)

(Armoured Cruiser: 8,000 tons, 22-24 knots, 10 – 5.9-inch guns)
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Brown on Resolution
The mysterious dustjacket
To replace my pocket edition I recently bought Brown on
Resolution in the John Lane the Bodley Head hard cover
edition of 1946, complete with dustjacket (see Reflections
cover). Wondering whether I had done right in spending
£20, I examined it critically and to my surprise I found the
following text on the inside of the dustjacket:

The book itself was “printed in Great Britain by The
Whitefriars Press Ltd, London and Tonbridge”. I
immediately looked at my Payment Deferred 1946 edition:
same text!! Questions arise. Why would John Lane in
1946 go shopping for dustjackets in my country and who
was the Dutch printer?
After the first three Hornblower were published before the
war, in 1945 Forester picked up the Hornblower sequel
again with The Commodore, followed by Lord Hornblower
in 1946, both published by Michael Joseph. This and the
end of the war must have triggered John Lane The Bodley
Head in 1946 into reprinting six pre-war books by
Forester: Payment Deferred (1926), Brown on Resolution
(1929), Nelson (1929), Plain Murder (1930), Death to the
French (1932) and The Gun (1933).

The books were printed by The Whitefriars Press Ltd of
London and Tonbridge. Second hand, they are not
extremely expensive hard covers, and ideally suited for
those who cannot afford the pre-war first editions with mint
dustjackets. The 1946 dustjackets are in 2 or 3 colour
print, and at least 3 of them especially designed for these
editions by ELIAS. This would be Gertrude Elias, an
Austrian illustrator who emigrated to England before
WWII. During the war, paper shortage had resulted in the
War Economy Standard. This ceased after 1945, so the
Bodley Head editions of 1946 do not Show the 'Book
Production War Economy Standard' seal (a lion sitting on
top of a book).
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Nevertheless, paper rationing in Britain continued until
1949. This means that publishers (or rather their printers)
until that time were still in a difficult spot to meet the postwar demand for books.
John Lane The Bodley Head (in contrast to Michael
Joseph) directly after the war apparently decided to partly
circumvent the paper rationing in Britain by having their
books and/or dust jackets printed in Holland.
At first sight this seems surprising: in the Netherlands
most paper mills were located in the northern part of the
country, still occupied after September 1944, and very
soon paper mills ceased producing because of lack of
power or raw material. Paper rationing in the Netherlands
lasted until 1 October 1945. From 1946 onwards,
persistent lack of raw materials was compensated for by
an increased use of recycled paper but government
regulation of the paper industry lasted until the end of the
1940’s. In other words, comparable to, if not worse than
the situation in Britain. There must have been a special
reason for John Lane to choose a Dutch printer.
Which Dutch printing company was involved? A Google
search came up with an auction website offering a book
described as: ”1947 reprint hardcover, made and printed
in Holland by L. Van Leer & Co, London for John Lane,
The Bodley Head Limited. “

So now we know who the Dutch printer was: L. van Leer &
Co was an old Dutch Lithography Printing and Publishing
house. Founded in 1869 and originally located in Haarlem,
they produced e.g. wall charts for schools. By 1908 they
had moved to Amsterdam, expanded and diversified,
ranging from literature to picture postcards and
advertising: in 1937 they published a special limited
edition of James Joyce’s Ulysses but also colour litho
posters advertising Blue Band Margarine. Apparently, the
post-war cooperation with John Lane was successful
because in 1951, well after the end of paper rationing in
Britain and the Netherlands, The Bodley Head was still
having numerous illustrated children’s books printed by L.
van Leer & Co in Holland. Why Van Leer & Co? The
Bodley Head had previously done business with Van Leer
in 1938. Cooperation even started much sooner. During
and after WWI, in which the Netherlands remained neutral
Dutch printers did business with both Brittish and German
Publishers. Early cooperation with The Bodley Head
specifically is mentioned by Edward Preston "Teddy"
Young (1913-2003) who worked for Lane in the early
1930’s. John Lane The Bodley Head in 1946 were just
reviving an old contact.
Jetse Reijenga
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U97 (part 2) the Crew and the Wreck
Jetse Reijenga
Part 1 of this article about U97 discussed the book [1] and
how the story was based on real events of UB116. The
play was never on stage in Britain, but was successfully
launched in Germany, where it would make & break
several careers during the upcoming national socialism of
the 1930’s . Part 2 now discusses the fictional crew of
U97, the crew of the real UB116, several sources of
information and inspiration for Forester, and the fate of
the wreck, which after a final kick came to rest.
The Crew
Christopher Smith [2] seems to suggest that Forester
choose the names of the crew of U97 based on their
meaning (Admiral Reinhold - ‘pure and fair’, Spiegel ‘mirror’, and Krause - ‘suggesting a lack of
straightforwardness). I could even add mess steward
Engel -’angel’, playing a devilish role. Although it is not
impossible that Forester used such linguistic subtleties of
the German language, most of the names are common
ones and I think it more likely that Forester took the
names of contemporary naval officers. Nine of the names
in U97 were in the German navy in WWI, five of them
commanded U-boats and five eventually became viceadmiral [3]. When checking the names of officers in U97
with historical information [4], all of them do ring an
interesting bell, hinting at Forester’s sources.
U97 mentions a Commander Erdmann who in the first act
failed to contact base for six weeks. His widow bothers the
adimiral for information in the 2nd act of the play. Does
this maybe refer to Oberleutnant z.S. Hans-Joachim
Emsmann, son of a vice-admiral and Commander of the
original UB116? As a U-boat Commander he sank a total
of 26 ships in the year 1918 alone [4]. Why did Forester
change the name Emsmann to Erdmann? Probably it was
caution in paying too much tribute to Emsmann, who later
was to be honoured by having a WWII uboat flotilla named
after him, but Forester was not aware of that in 1931.
What about Commander Spiegel, the main hero in U97?
In reality there was a U boat commander by that name.
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Von Spiegel (1885-1965) and his submarine diary [7, 5]

Freiherr Edgar von Spiegel von und zu Peckelsheim was
born in 1885 and entered the navy as a Seekadett
(midshipman) in 1903. On April 30, 1917, von Spiegel was
captured in the Channel in U93 and spent the rest of the
war in a POW camp. But before that, around 1916 he
wrote "Kriegstagebuch U202" [5] which also sold very well
in the US as “Adventures of the U202” [6], as a reprint still
available today. Other translations were in Norwegian,
Swedish, Dutch, Spanish and even Icelandic and
Japanese. In Germany alone it sold 360.000 copies and a
play and a movie were based on it. In his book, he
accused the British of using hospital ships to transport
troops to France. I am convinced that Forester knew all
about von Spiegel and that he read “Adventures of the
U202”. Between the wars von Spiegel wrote several other
books about his naval career, a novel and 2 other movie
scripts. From 1936 he served as a diplomat in London and
New Orleans. When the USA entered WWII, he had to
quit his intelligence work (sending radio messages to
German U-boats in the Caribbean) and was re-assigned
to Marseille in occupied France. He died in Bremen in
1965 having survived two worldwars.
Commander Hoffmann in U97 reminds of Oberleutnant
zur See Martin Hoffmann. He was born in 1888. At the
end of 1918 he very briefly commanded U79, up till then
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very successful, sinking 20 ships and a ship of war. But
Hoffman was killed on 21 November 1918 and U79
surrended at Harwich, a fact that must have been
highlighted in the Brittish press. U79 was turned over to
the French and renamed VICTOR REVEILLE.
Commander Horn in U97, is this Eugen Hornyák Edler
von Horn of the Austrian-Hungarian Kaiserliche und
Königliche Kriegsmarine or K.u.K. Kriegsmarine? He was
born in 1883 in Brünn (now Brno, Czech Republic) and
commanded 4 different U boats between 1915 and 1918.
The picture shows the small SM-U11 commanded by von
Horn in the autumn of 1917. She was originally a German
Type UB I submarine, handed over to Austria-Hungary
and commissioned as SM U11. Von Horn survived WWI
and died in 1942 in Athens.

VICTOR REVEILLE, the former U79 of Hoffmann

Lieutenant-Commander Krause in U97: There was an
Oberleutnant zur See Günther Krause, born in 1890 in
Wilhelmshaven, who entered the navy in 1910. He was
awarded the Iron Cross twice in 1914 and sank several
enemy ships in the summer of 1917 as commander of U
41 [8, 9]. He became rear-admiral in 1939.

U97 has a Lieutenant Weber. This must be Carl Weber,
naval engineer officer, born in 1896. In the battle of
Jutland he was in charge of torpedo boat V28. Although
she sustained a hit by a British 6 inch shell that penetrated
at the water line, she survived the battle. Rear-admiral in
WWII, he was taken prisoner in 1944 by the Americans in
France and transferred to Special Camp 11 at Bridgend,
England.

Vice-admiral Günther Krause (1890-1983) [8]

No Iron Cross for Lt Commander Krause in U97: he was
said to have torpedoed fictional HMHS (hospital ship)
LANCASTER. In reality there was HMHS LANFRANC,
transporting wounded from le Havre to Southampton and
sunk by UB-40 on 17 April 1917. Public outrage in Britain
of course! But guess who commanded this same UB-40
briefly in the summer of 1918? Hans-Joachim Emsmann
of the UB116!
Throughout U97 Krause is haunted by images of floating
corpses of all his victims and by the prospect of being
handed over to the British as a war criminal. Another point
about the name Krause: can it be a coincidence that it reoccurs 25 years later, but in completely reversed
circumstances as Commander George Krause USN? In
destroyer USS KEELING in Forester’s The Good
Shepherd [10], his job is to prevent WWII U boats from
sinking his convoy. I would say: a deliberate reincarnation.
Forester did this repeatedly: Maria/Marie, symbol of
female affection, Brown on Resolution and as
Hornblower’s servant, symbol of solid reliability.
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Rear-admiral Carl Weber (1896-1975)

Ritter is another officer in U97. Naturally Ritter is more
often a title rather than a surname, and there were as
many as 8 Ritters in the K.u.K. Kriegsmarine, one of them
being Korvettenkapitän Georg Ludwig Ritter von Trapp
(1880 – 1947), also known as Baron von Trapp. In 1902
he passed the officer's examination. Fascinated by
submarines, he seized the opportunity to be transferred to
the newly-formed U-boot-Waffe in 1908. In 1910 he was
given command of the new U6, which was christened by
Agathe Whitehead, granddaughter of the Englishman
Robert Whitehead, inventor of the torpedo. He
commanded U6 until 1913. His exploits in U5 and U14
during the World War I earned him numerous decorations,
including the prestigious Military Order of Maria Theresa.
In 1938, after the Anschluss of Austria to Germany he
escaped to the USA with his large, singing family, but that
is quite another story, called The Sound of Music.
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Even mess steward Engel has a counterpart in real navy
life: Siegfried Engel, born 1892 was First Radio Officer
aboard the battleship WESTFALEN in the Battle of
Jutland.

Rear-Admiral Siegfried Engel (1892-1976)

Real-Admiral Engel in WWII, he was taken prisoner in
1945 and also held by the British at Special Camp 11
where he served as assistant teacher of the English
Language lessons and other educational classes. A
period British report assessed his qualifications for this
role: “fluent in conversation and has pleasant personality
which should make for good teaching”. Engel was
repatriated in 1948 and he died in 1976.
http://www.specialcamp11.fsnet.co.uk/
Finally there is Admiral Otto Reinhold in U97 (RearAdmiral in the German edition); did he have a counter-part
in the real Navy? Reinhold in Germany is a given name
and not a family name. There is however a perfect
candidate in vice-admiral Reinhold von Werner (18251909), who also gained fame as a naval historian. An
interesting event occurred on 25 July 1873 when he was
“in charge of protecting German interests” during the
Spanish revolution. Von Werner took the initiative to join
forces with the British in HMS SWIFTSURE (1870, a 20
gun ironclad, combining sail and steam propulsion).
Together they took two enemy ships and disarmed their
crew of 1400. Chancellor Otto von Bismarck was not
amused by such “independence of command” and von
Werner was first court-marshaled, but then unanimously
(most honourably..!?) acquitted, truely a Hornblowerian
event avant la lettre.

Reinhold von Werner
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Reinhold von Werner then was put in charge of the
Wilhelmshaven dockyard and made rear-admiral. During
his lifetime he wrote more than 20 books, such as History
of German Naval Wars (1898) and Development of the
German Fleet (illustrated, 1908). His Handbook of
Seamanship and Navigation (1866) is still reprinted today:
Abebooks.co.uk at present lists more than 100 copies of
his books. I venture to suggest that one or more of them
were in the Dulwich Library and read by young Forester.
The Wreck
The aftermath of the sinking of UB116 is just as
interesting, because where does the proof of the “allofficer crew” come from? It is a rather vital element in
U97. The only original source that we can be sure of is an
interview in 1926 with Dusty Miller. Warrant Shipwight
Ernest Charles “Dusty” Miller MBE, DSC was main diver
in the special team of Commander Guybon Chesney
Castell Damant CBE. During the war their task was to
gain intelligence from sunken German U boats, as fast as
possible. This is what Dusty Miller said [11]:

Diver Dusty Miller

Despite bad weather two trawlers could locate the wreck
of the unknown submarine. I found all hatches closed,
could however despite the damages by the mines and
depth charges enter the sub through the front hatch.
Inside it was pitch dark. I had to force my way along two
torpedoes who hung ready to be loaded into the launch
tubes. On my way inside the boat I encountered
numerous corpses. Visibility with my lamp was only a
meter. Something about the corpses disturbed me more
than usual. It took a while before I noticed: all corpses
who I saw, carried officer uniforms. Apparently the whole
crew consisted of officers. In the proximity of the center I
found a pile of beautiful leather suit-cases. After opening
several I surprised, at the contents: A few beautiful civil
suits, shirts, collars, ties, shoes, toilet articles and various
money rolls.[11]
The German diver’s website above seems to suggest that
the all-officer crew of UB116 was only a fictional
extrapolation of Dusty Miller’s account by others, and
even gives a list of the “original crew” of the newly
commissioned UB116 [12]. Whether this is the same crew
that went to Scapa Flow, is uncertain. Take for example
on that list Leutnant zur See Erich Förste. He was
commander of UB-99 until 11 November 1918, two weeks
after UB116’s final trip. [13]
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Yet another source says “It is a fine tribute to the U-boat
service that UB116 was manned by her own regular
crew”.[13]. Naval Review gives a somewhat different
account. [14]
Divers, rumours and tall stories are not an uncommon
combination. In other accounts the money rolls turned into
gold bullion, sometimes in relation to another u-boat and
the suit-cases led to speculation of an attempt to kill King
George VI. We will never know for sure, but the all-officer
crew has never been clearly disproved.

Conning tower of UB116 in Hoxa Sound

location of the wreck of UB116 [16, 17]

Even during the diving expeditions by Dusty Miller at the
end of 1918, the Admiralty considered lifting the wreck but
this was delayed until 1919 when hostilities ceased. But
lifting failed: the cables broke and the wreck drifted further
into Hoxa Sound and came to rest on the bottom northeast of Flotta. In 1969 UB116 was sold and dismantling
work began. [11, 15] This was done by first of all blowing it
into smaller pieces using explosive charges. When in
1975 plans were made for an oil pipeline from the oil
terminal at Flotta, it was decided to remove what
fragments were left of the UB116, and the Royal Navy
was ordered to do the job. Using explosive charges they
planned to blow the parts into even smaller pieces.
Apparently one of the original G6 torpedoes with its 160kg
TNT and Hexanit was still there and caused an enormous
explosion (by design UB type III carried 10 torpedoes [15]
but U97 and some other sources say she carried 12). The
Royal Navy ship from which the divers worked had
anchored at the short distance, and it was so badly
shaken up and leaking like a sieve that the commander
had to beach it in order to prevent it from sinking. Thus by
a hair’s breadth Commander Emsmann’s crew had
posthumously succeeded in their mission.
At present little is left of the last U-boat sunk in WWI, but
divers may still recognize isolated parts of UB116.
Although for some Scapa Flow is a “diver’s paradise” it is
in fact a historic graveyard of two naval wars.
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Conclusion
When Forester decided to become a writer and live from
his pen, he tried many different forms: biography, crime,
science fiction, play, children’s book, movie script, history,
historical fiction. In later life he could state that he wasn’t
particular proud of the first, and nobody will regret that he
focused on the last. At the same time I am equally
impressed by Payment Deferred, Poo-Poo and the
Dragons and now U97. After Brown on Resolution
Forester with U97 took his second step into naval fiction
and in his early career it is already obvious that had
Forester been a real historian, rather than a well-read
storyteller, his list of references would have been
extensive. Time and again we are surprised by the details
from his (assumed) sources. Robin Smiley says that
Forester’s strength is much more in the descriptive rather
than in the dialogue, and thus his plays are best ignored
[18]. Sanford Sternlicht in his book [19] decided to omit
the U97 which he found melodramatic and weak in
dialogue [20]. Both Smiley and Sternlicht in this context
emphasize that Forester failed as a screen writer, which
(although true) is a strange argument considering the fact
that a significant portion of his work was turned into film. I
think Forester’s failure as a screen writer had a totally
different cause, but that is beyond the scope of this article.
I think the story line of U97 is very real. It is wellresearched, well-plotted in realistic historical context, with
several parallel lines such as honour and patriotism,
including the feminine view on those. Other ingredients
are marital fidelity, female intrigue, bad conscience,
resignation, subdued sarcasm and even some sense of
humour. The German public naturally appreciated the
story much more than did the English and probably for this
reason Forester wisely decided to situate his next play
about WW1 on the Allied side. It is nevertheless a pity that
copies of Forester’s plays U97 and Nurse Cavell are so
scarce. I think U97 definitively deserves a reprint!
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Botttomline question: CSF knew all about UB116 but
did he also read Spiegel’s book?

Aspects of The Peacemaker
Adrian Taylor

Title picture: U87 with Helgoland on the horizon
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There are references throughout The Peacemaker to the
Klein-Pethwick effect, through which London's traffic is
brought to a standstill in the latter stages of the novel. We
learn all about Doctor Edward Pethwick, the self-effacing
Senior Science Master at the Liverpool School, but what
about his co-inventor Klein? To quote from Pages 81—82
of the novel:
''I don't think anyone else is likely to make the discovery,
he (Pethwick) said. It's some time since Klein published
his calculations, and he died last year.' (In 1932? See
Page One.) and Klein himself, who had a very great
mathematical brain indeed, didn't see where he was
aiming at. In fact he was aiming at something quite
different at the time of his death. He'd missed one of the
implications of his formulae. I don't think he would have
realized for a long time the possibilities of this
development, if he did at all.'
And on Page 7:
'When the Encyclopaedia Britannica writes its little
biographies of mathematicians and similar odd people, it
is generous enough in its praise of their achievements.
Sometimes, indeed, it even condescends to some small
detail of their private lives, saying, perhaps, for the next
twenty years he was happily occupied as Professor of
Mathematics at So-and-So University, and sometimes
even, it goes so far as to give a vague hint of 'domestic
trouble', or 'illness.'

One may wonder what the Encyclopaedia Britannica
actually has to say about Klein, let alone the fictional
Pethwick whose career is so eloquently detailed by
C.S.Forester.
There is an entry to a Felix Klein (1849-1925), German
mathematician, who was born at Düsseldorf and died at
Göttingen. But is this the Forester Klein, as, according to
the novel's narrative, he had died in 1932? The entry
continues:
'Klein wanted to specialize in the application of
mathematics and mechanics to physics, but was obliged
to modify his plans owing to the breakdown of his health
on two occasions. and later: 'He travelled a good deal and
lectured both in England and in America.'

Felix Klein (1849-1925)

My edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica was published
in 1949 and first published in 1929 in the U.S.A. Does it
seem too unlikely that that Klein entry had at least some
input into Forester's novel and perhaps some bearing on
the main protagonist Doctor Edward Pethwick?
_____________________
EDITOR: I agree!
Felix Klein was quite famous in Britain: The London
Mathematical Society awarded Klein its De Morgan
Medal in 1893, the Society's most prestigious award,
given in memory of the first President of that society.
He was also elected a member of the Royal Society in
1885, and in 1912 was awarded its Copley medal,
Britain's oldest scientific honour (1731), a prestigious
forerunner of the Nobel Prize. The death of Klein in 1925
would not have passed unnoticed in the British press.
I could not find a Pethwick, but I bet CSF knew of 1st
Baron Pethick-Lawrence (1871-1961), founder of
the Union of Democratic Control, a leading anti-war
organisation in WWI. Coincidence? Klein was dead, so
CSF was “free” to use his name but Pethick-Lawrence
was alive in 1934. And kicking…...
The Peacemaker, Heinemann 1st edition (1934)
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See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki
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10 September 2011, AGM LONDON
VISITING THE HOME WHERE CSF BECAME A
WRITER, HQS WELLINGTON (venue) and HMS
BELFAST

15:45
We board a hired minibus (or a big bus, if you all attend!)
and pass by Dulwich Library at 368 Lordship Lane, which
was frequented by young CSF, and 7 Longton Avenue,
Lewisham, the house where the Forester-family moved in
1936.

HQS WELLINGTON in London today

This year we will have an AGM highlighting Brown on
Resolution, the CSF-novel published in 1929, which our
members selected as Book-of-the-Year. And we will visit a
house where C S Forester lived. Sara Hanna and David
Grindall, owners of 58 Underhill Road, have very kindly
invited us for tea. Later, member Commodore Angus
Menzies RN will welcome us onboard HQS
WELLINGTON, our venue moored in the Thames
alongside the Victoria Embankment. The AGM will end
with a Sunday morning visit to HMS BELFAST nearby.

17:00
Arrive at our venue, HQS WELLINGTON, built in 1934 as
a sloop and a convoy escort throughout WWII, where we
meet in the Committee Room. Commodore Angus
Menzies RN will welcome us onboard. He will give us a
brief tour of the ship and tell us of her history.
www.thewellingtontrust.com

The details are as follows:
Saturday 10 September 2011

HMS WELLINGTON as U65 in 1943

14:00
We meet in front of 58 Underhill Road in Dulwich, where C
S Forester lived in the 1920s in the house of his father
until he could afford his own place. Parking space in the
street should be ample and is unrestricted. Public
transport is available thru a British Rail overland train from
London Bridge to East Dulwich station plus a short ride by
bus or taxi.

17:30 Formalities
• Reports by the Chairman, Treasurer, Editor/
Webmaster and of the Membership administrator,
• Discussion of Society matters,
• Election of officers for the forthcoming year
18:00
In order to get into the mood for Brown on Resolution: A
presentation on "How the British Navy of wooden sailing
ships of Napoleonic times developed into the 20th Century
Navy of oil fired steel ships.”
18:30
Brown on Resolution, Book of the Year 2011:
•
•

14:15
Tea at 58 Underhill Road. Sara Hanna and David Grindall
have copies of extracts from a CSF-family photo album
and of some letters by different members of the Forester
family, which they would like to show to us.
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•
•

A presentation on the background and content of BoR
An opposer, i.e. one Society member will explain his/
her dislike of the book
A supporter, one member will explain why BoR is his/
her favourite
A chaired discussion of the book’s merits/
shortcomings
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19:30
Our traditional Castle Pie-Dinner – (see photos of the
2009 and 2010 AGM-pies on our website, being
benchmarks which the cook will have to surpass). This will
be our only reference to Horatio Hornblower this year!
Thereafter
Discussion of future topics and CSF related issues, where
every participant is invited to present his/her views. And to
round-off the session: Brown on Resolution the Movie! –
extracts, with refreshments.
Sunday 11 September 2011

HMS BELFAST today
10:00
A guided tour of HMS BELFAST, a 6-inch cruiser built in
Belfast in 1938 and moored in the Thames near HQS
Wellington. http://hmsbelfast.iwm.org.uk

CORRESPONDENCE
SHHS - Hornblower in Sweden
The Swedish Horatio Hornblower Society (SHHS) was
founded on 16 April 2002 in the Swedish Maritime
Museum in Stockholm by Greger Widgren (Chairman),
Lars-Göran Larsson and Pontus F Järborg. The society
has been accepted by the Joint Committee of literary
societies in Sweden and is the first to dedicate itself to a
fictional character. The number of members has varied at present it is only fourteen. There is one Captain (Ret.)
of the Royal Swedish Navy, one Colonel (Ret.) of the
Artillery, one Chief Archivist of the Royal Library and
several diplomats.
The society holds two scheduled meetings in Stockholm
per year and makes one joint excursion annually. At the
meetings invited guests or a member have given talks on
subjects like “Hornblower and Leadership”, “Hornblower
and Women”,” Great Power Politics in the Napoleonic
Wars”, ”Victuals in the Royal Navy” and recently a
comparison between Horatio Hornblower and Jack
Aubrey/Stephen Maturin. The trips have included visits to
Karlskrona, Gothenburg, Copenhagen and Helsinki to
study naval history in the early 19th century.
For its tenth anniversary, SHHS is planning a study trip to
England with visits to the Admiralty archives in London,
the Naval Museum at Greenwich and “HMS Victory” in
Portsmouth.
Pontus F Järborg

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
HMS BELFAST in Sydney harbour in 1946
Thereafter
Official programme ends with a farewell address from the
Chairman
As previously, the AGM meeting costs will be shared
equally by participants and paid in cash to the Treasurer
on the day itself. We thank Commodore Menzies RN for
allowing us to meet on HQS WELLINGTON free of
charge. Approximate costs will have been communicated
in advance as well as more information on public transport
to Dulwich. Please confirm your attendance a.s.a.p. but
not later than 1 September, by sending an e-mail to
editor@csforester.eu. Let’s fill up the monster bus!
Ludwig Heuse, Chairman
p.s. see http://csforester.eu for last minute updates
________________________________
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The Society welcomes following new members: Mr. Rolf
Ahlstrom and Mr. Pontus F Jarborg from Sweden, Mr.
Richard Binstead and Mr. Carl Warner from UK, Mr.
Nicolas Grigorellis from Belgium, Mr. Lakshman
Gunasekara from Sri Lanka, Mr. G. Douglas Inglis from
Spain, Mr. Paul Maheu and Mr. Walt Staples from USA.
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